
What is this course about ?

In this course, I will teach you some of the Techniques, ways, procedures, strategies in layman language, and
most simple video structure format with live sessions included on "PRICE ACTION" I will cut out the noise you
see in the market, for example, one says to buy when RSI IS ABOVE 60, one says BUY on crossovers, one says
BUY or SELL when this or that breaks the trendline, well SAY "NO" to such people who knows too little to do
anything in the market, I will teach you the proper way starting from basic concepts to the place where you
can take trades and even participate in healthy Market conversations between pro traders. This course is

about learning PRICE ACTION and applying it in real-time with the right way of execution. This course is about
adding value to your KNOWLEDGE BASE in the area of TECHNICAL ANALYSIS, and A knowledgeable person is

the one who knows best about making a living out of their gained knowledge.  



Why should you TRUST me or TAKE this
course ?

Am I your relative? Am I your lover? Why are you listening to me and taking this course then? Blind trust is what I despise, never BLINDLY trust
anyone in this world, especially those who are selling something to you; test them, just like you used to try a lot of chemicals in your LAB, back in

school, so push me :) 
Now the right question here is how to trust you, Apoorv?

I provide "FREE" Late night analysis videos on TRADING VIEW where more than 3500 follows me and increasing daily, now try to trade those
strategies and notions I give there; if you can, then this course is for "YOU," but we were talking about TRUST, keep a log of how many trades are

getting +ve after activation.
Now, 2nd thing for TRUST between you ( A genuine buyer of my course) and ME(seller of the system), I created this open challenge into the

market on my telegram to convert my 1.2L into 2.4L ( double ) in front of you, with the same strategies and techniques I teach in my course and
give live sessions on, now by this transparency you will be able to get some idea about my VISION for my company, HASHTAG HAMMER, thus
creating a knot between you and me, an influx of strength in our TRUST, well I don't know how much time it will take? I don't care; I care more

about doing right with the people I am seeling this course.



Lets say you are in love with my analysis, its style, and
want to learn, then what is the framework, of course?

As soon you pay for the course on my site WWW.hashtaghammer.com, the site will direct you to a page where you will get a bunch of videos;
these are recorded videos and contain 30 hours + material ( starting from basics to the TOP, HOW TO TAKE TRADES on your own and become an

independent trader. As my team members make the site, thus I will get a notification telling me that you have joined our TRADING GANG.
Therefore I will add you to 3 different groups. The relevance of these groups will be on the next page.

I take live sessions, every Saturday, one to one live sessions, where I teach something that I went through the whole week, might be something
new or abstract; after I am done telling, I take doubts, for the same and for any other problems too that you might be facing, live session starts

from 9 PM. It might end near 12mid night, or even 1 AM sometimes. 
 

Crux: You get 30 hours + material on the same site where you will pay; you will get live sessions every SATURDAY. I will add you to 3 different
groups. 



Why addition in 3 different groups ?

1st group in which I will add you after paying on my site ( www.hashtaghammer.com) for the course will be 
Priority group ( +ve psychology group, here we all discuss charts, doubts, problems in mindset, we praise each other's profits and if big lose done

then that person is our priority to motivate them to not to make the same mistakes again, this way we create a positive vibrance in our
community, the primary purpose of this site is to give the right mentality and psychology, we also discuss our personal lives there sometimes,

crack jokes too, you might be thinking, what is all this is this some entertainment group, no, not at all, but yes happiness and stying in your right
mind, if this is what it takes, Our team gives it to you :) 

2nd GROUP : ( #CHARTS ): here, we provide only charts; YOU will be posting your charts, only charts and no chat here ( STRICT ) 
3rd GROUP ( CHANNEL ): I will also add you to a PRIORITY CHANNEL !! Why? As to give you guys my charts and potential trade setups as taught in

the course, here only I will be allowed to post charts, and you will not be able to post here :) 
Three groups that might change your way of trading equities :) 



By the end of this course ...... 

By the end of this course, you will be able to take trades, cutting all the noise of "CALL providers" being in 1000 different groups, some saying
buys this some phrase sell that, you will be able to TRADE on your terms, See there is a very famous quote by JACK MA, overnight success might

hit, but after doing handwork of years and years, so this course is not the ending of Technical analysis for you, neither for me, as I have just
begun my journey in the realms of PRICE ACTION and TRADING, by the end of this course, I am sure about one thing that you will be able to tell
what's right, what's wrong, you will have your trading style, you will have a system to trade, edge of that system is sharpen when you work hard

on your terms, HARDWORK is the key and being DISCIPLINE with this state of mind. You will be able to take charge of your trades, isn't it a
beautiful thing to even imagine. 



PRICING | COURSE DUATION and WHAT HAPPENS after it ?

Pricing is 2500 RS for two months. 
I will give you two months to complete 30hours of recorded material, attend all the live sessions in these two months and stay in the groups, all
three of them. Firstly, don't use the term, WIll I be removed or kicked from the group, as I find it disrespectful; I am no one to kick you guys out

from anything, you all are my family, but yes, the procedure will be an auto expiration from everything, if you still want some more time to finish
everything you can contact me, I will try to provide you some more days( around 3-4 days) to finish up the backlogs.

Thus, to stay after two months, you have to Re-enroll your course again; this time, the fees would not be 2500rs, but it will be 2000rs for old
members.   



How to enroll and where to enroll and when to enroll ? 
How many Seats for this batch ? 

Go to my site: www.hashtaghammer.com 
There select: Go to courses 

Then select: 4th BATCH ( currently unavailable )
{{ Batch Registrations will start on 8th NOVEMBER ( the moment you pay us, we will open the course material for you and will add you in groups

by the end of the day )  }} 
 

Then select: A date to start the course ( go with default one )
Then fill in: your entries like name and email 

YOU WILL NOW BE DIRECTED TO RAZORPAY PORTAL 
From here you can pay through UPI, NET BANKING etc 

All set :: Go to your batch again ( BATCH 04, you are set ) 
Will add you to all groups by the end of the day 

 


